1. FEDERAL RECORDS CENTER OF NATIONAL ARCHIVES AT ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA HAS BEEN AUTHORIZED GIVE SCHUELE ACCESS TO ALL CAPTURED GERMAN DOCUMENTS NOT CLASSIFIED BY ODTOKO AUTHORIES CONCERNING EICHMANN, HIS COLLABORATORS AND THE REA OFFICES IN WHICH HE SERVED. FEDERAL RECORDS CENTER HAS ALSO BEEN AUTHORIZED TO MAKE REPRODUCTIONS OF ANY OF THESE DOCUMENTS DESIGNED FOR SCHUELE. WE HAVE BEEN PROMISED COPIES OF ALL DOCUMENTS REPRODUCED FOR HIM AND WILL FORWARD THEM SOONEST. ABOVE FOR YOUR CONFIDENTIAL INFO ONLY, AND SAME RESTRICTIONS PREVIOUSLY IMPOSED ON USE MATERIAL APPLY.

2. SCHUELE HAS ASKED TO LOOK AT AND PRESUMABLY COPY SOME OF THE DOCUMENTS COPIES OF WHICH WERE FORWARD ON WITH 1974, 1964, 1954, AND 1953. IF IT IS FELT DESIRABLE THAT ANY OF THESE NOT BE SHOWN TO SCHUELE WE BELIEVE WE CAN'T ATTEMPT ARRANGE THAT THEY NOT BE AVAILABLE TO HIM. PLEASE ADVISE COORDINATING OFFICERS.

RELEASING OFFICER
AUTHORIZED OFFICER

REPRODUCTION BY OTHER THAN THE ISSUING OFFICE IS PROHIBITED.

CIA SPECIAL COLLECTIONS
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
2000

NAZI WAR CRIMES DISCLOSURE ACT
2000
SOONEST BY CABLE IF THERE ARE ANY SUCH ITEMS TRANSMITTED SO FAR.

3. AT TIME OF PRESS INTERVIEW AND TO DATE, SCHUELE HAD NOT SEEN ANY DOCUMENTS REPRODUCED FOR YOU. WE HAVE BEEN ADVISED THAT SCHUELE MISQUOTED IN NEWSPAPERS. IN ACTUALITY HE EXPRESSED HOPE OF FINDING MUCH VALUABLE DATA BUT HAD NOT SEEN SUCH AT THE TIME. SCHUELE HAS STATED TO FEDERAL RECORDS THAT HIS INTEREST NOT CENTERED SOLELY TO EICHMANN, BUT IN ALL PERSONS INVOLVED WAR CRIMES. WE HAVE BEEN TOLD SCHUELE HAS LOCATED DOCUMENTS OF AM 4 IV B 4 BUT NOT MUCH NEW INFO ON EICHMANN.

4. WE ARE DOING ALL POSSIBLE IN ISOLATING APPROPRIATE COLLECTIONS AND FERRETING OUT DESIRED DATA. TASK EXAMINING ALL DOCS AT RECORDS CENTER BEYOND OUR CAPABILITIES IN VIEW OF MASSES (FIVE MILES) BECAUSE NO DETAILED INDEX AND ONLY VERY GENERAL BREAKDOWN. JOBS THEREFORE HIT OR MISS PROPOSITION.
EXAMINATION OF ALL PERTINENT COLLECTIONS WOULD REQUIRE AT LEAST SIX MONTHS.

5. YOU MIGHT WISH CONSIDER GOV TO GOV APPROACH SIMILAR TO WEST GERMAN APPROACH FOR YOUR OWN PERSONNEL TO MAKE EXAMINATION (POSSIBLY AIDED BY VOLUNTEER RESIDENTS). IN SUCH CASE OUR GUIDANCE, EXPERIENCE AND DETAILED KNOWLEDGE PERTINENT Docs WOULD BE AT YOUR DISPOSAL.
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